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In Loudoun County, Virginia, a group of parents led by a
former Trump appointee are pushing to recall school board
members after the school district called for mandatory
teacher training in systemic ...
Disputing Racism's Reach, Republicans Rattle American
Schools
Ron DeSantis from winning again Thursday in Jacksonville,
where the Board of Education approved changes to civics
education standards ...
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Education board backs controversial history guidelines
The Education Department has been inundated with
thousands of complaints about its plan to encourage
schools to teach a race-based view of American history that
opponents say is inaccurate and ...
Biden s Education Department buried in avalanche of
complaints about plans to fund 1619 Project
Kansans have learned that culture wars don t stop at the
state line. They invade most every aspect of our daily life.
Lately the teaching of American history has come under fire.
Whether the battle is ...
Sharon Iorio: Despite culture wars, American history can be
taught in Kansas
Kansans have learned that culture wars don t stop at the
state line. They invade most every aspect of our daily life.
Lately the teaching of American history has come under fire.
Whether the battle is ...
INSIGHT KANSAS: Despite culture wars, U.S. history can be
taught
Kansans must not allow piecemeal legislation or full-blown
curriculum coming from any political or ideological group to
overtake school curricula.
American history can and should be taught in Kansas,
despite raging culture wars about critical race theory
The Center for African American History, Art and Culture in
Aiken will host its grand reopening while also celebrating
Juneteenth.
Center for African American History, Art, Culture hosting
reopening on Juneteenth in Aiken
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The fifth volume ofA History of the Book in
Americaaddresses the economic, social, and cultural shifts
affecting print culture from World War II to the ...
A History of the Book in America: Volume 5: The Enduring
Book: Print Culture in Postwar America
Built by George Washington's adopted son, Arlington House
recently underwent a three-year "rehabilitation" project ...
Robert E. Lee s Former Home Reopens With Renewed
Focus on the Enslaved
Teachers in Texas middle schools have bragged for
generations about how a bunch of expatriate Americans
rebelled against a Mexican dictator in 1836 and established
an independent republic. The story ...
Opinion: 1836 values? Don't leave out Texas' history of
slavery and ethnic cleansing.
How Washington Heights, a community in upper
Manhattan, became the heart of an award-winning musical
and a hotly anticipated film adaptation ...
The Immigrant History of the NYC Neighborhood Behind
In the Heights
The battle for how future Kansans interpret American
history is here and won't subside. Teachers must prepare for
a fight in U.S. culture war.
Kansas teachers should develop a defense of inclusive and
responsive American history education now
In How the Word is Passed, Clint Smith visits eight places
central to the history of slavery in America, including
Thomas Jefferson's Monticello plantation and Louisiana's
Angola prison.
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Slavery Wasn t Long Ago : A Writer Exposes The
Disconnect In How We Tell History
The Florida State Board of Education will vote on a rule
prohibiting the required instruction of American history
as something other than the creation of a new nation based
largely on universal ...
No, banning critical race theory in K-12 is not 'cancel culture'
Kansans have learned that culture wars don t stop at the
state line. They invade most every aspect of our daily life.
Lately the teaching of American history has come under fire.
Whether the battle is ...
Opinion: Culture war goes beyond U.S. history
Despite two different pieces of legislation seeking to ban
the practice and a nationwide movement against teaching
race s impact on history and society, the state says they
haven t heard a public ...
State receives very few complaints on divisive racial
education concepts
To fight "crazy liberal stuff" in the classroom, Florida looks to
remove race from the historical narrative and punish
teachers who don't comply.
Mark Lane: New state standards look too much like a return
to whitewashed history
The Dear Culture Podcast chats with "Sounds Like Hate"
podcast host Geraldine Moriba and Project Say Something
Founder Camille Bennett.
Tulsa Remembered: Dear Culture talks about the harmful
history of white lies
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Lake Shore Drive may be renamed and in the meantime
every Chicagoan now knows the name Jean Baptiste Point
DuSable. It was not always that way. These new books are
an education, about the Tulsa Race ...
History is turning toward Black history: In Chicago s
DuSable debate, in remembering the Tulsa Massacre. Five
books guide the way.
Kansans have learned that culture wars don t stop at the
state line. They invade most every aspect of our daily life.
Lately, the teaching of American history has come under ...
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